Recognition and detection of green immature citrus fruit more accurately and efficiently in groves under natural illumination conditions provides a promising benefit for growers to plan application of nutrients during the fruit maturing stages and estimate their yield and profit prior to the harvesting period. The goal of this study was to develop a robust and fast algorithm to detect and count immature green citrus fruit in individual trees from colour images acquired with different fruit sizes and under various illumination conditions. Adaptive Red and Blue chromatic map (ARB) was created and combined with the Hue image extracted after histogram equalization (HEH). The sum of absolute transformed difference (SATD), a block-matching method, was applied to detect potential fruit pixels. After OR operation of the results obtained from colour and SATD analysis which kept as many fruit pixels as possible, a kernel support vector machine (SVM) classifier was built with same learning sets used for different classification stages to remove false positives based on five selected texture features. The algorithm was evaluated with a set of testing images, and achieved more than 83% recognition accuracy. The proposed method can provide a more efficient way for green citrus identification in a grove using colour images.
Introduction
Citrus is one of the major agricultural products in Florida, contributing to approximately 65% of the overall citrus production in the United States. In the 2011-12 season, Florida's citrus yield increased to 170.9 million boxes, with three percent increase compared to previous season's production (USDA-NASS, 2013) . Citrus harvesting heavily depends on manual hand picking, and it is the most time consuming and one of the most expensive operations in the whole fruit production chain due to the increasing cost but decreasing availability of labour. With today's increasing competition, early and accurate yield forecasting of immature green fruit ahead of harvesting time helps growers to identify site-specific growth conditions of trees at an earlier stage so that they can properly plan application of nutrients or fertilizers during the fruit immaturity stages. Yield mapping can also help competitive farmers to promote crop yield while minimizing costs by determining how much labour would be needed during the harvesting period and well allocate labour depending on the yield prediction in advance.
Studies about fruit recognition under complex environments have been conducted. Machine vision is the most commonly used method in fruit identification and localization. Schertz and Brown (1968) first considered mechanizing the citrus harvesting industry. After that, many studies were conducted to develop fruit detection systems based on machine vision and image processing. Chinchuluun et al. (2009) developed a citrus fruit measurement system based on machine vision to determine the number of citrus and their sizes. A 3CCD camera was used in the vision system to help estimate yield from every single tree by obtaining a number of fruit and sizes, which achieved a coefficient of determination of 0.962 between counted number of fruit and actual weight. Lu and Sang (2015) worked on identifying citrus fruit within tree canopy based on colour information and contour fragments. A chromatic aberration map and normalised red (R) channel map were fused for the preliminary segmentation. Ellipse fitting was used to recover the overlapped fruit. The relative error of recovered occlusion was 5.3%. Utilization of other types of images and techniques were also carried out for fruit recognition. Gong et al. (2013) mobile phone to estimate the yield of mature citrus from an individual tree. The number of clustered fruit was counted by an 8-connectedness chain code combined with area estimation.
Many researchers focus on mature fruit because correct recognition of fruit in a field is a precondition of yield estimation and fruit picking for robotic harvesting. There is no doubt that knowing early yield estimation and fruit growth conditions is also essential to growers. Rakun et al. (2011) combined colour, texture feature and 3D shape properties in building a computer vision based model for green apples detection to estimate the number, diameter, and yield of green apple fruit. Kurtulmus et al. (2011) developed a machine vision algorithm, using colour, circular Gabor texture and 'eigenfruit', to detect and count green citrus fruit in RGB images with a detection accuracy of 75.3%. Sengupta and Lee (2014) also proposed an algorithm to detect immature citrus using colour images. Shape features were analyzed to detect potential fruit and six selected texture features were used to remove falsely detected regions. Then the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) was carried out for further removal of false positives. This algorithm reported an accuracy of 80.4% in a validation set of images.
Besides colour images, some research activities were also carried out using thermal, multispectral/hyperspectral images for green fruit detection. Wachs et al. (2010) developed a machine vision system using both thermal infrared and colour images to detect green apples from the background. It was shown that the low-level features with 74% recognition accuracy had a better performance over the high-level features. For multispectral imaging, Kane and Lee (2007) employed a monochromatic near-infrared camera equipped with interchangeable optical band pass filters (1064, 1150 and 1572 nm), which were decided by their previous work (Kane and Lee, 2006) . The results showed the potential to use multispectral imaging for in-field green citrus fruit detection with an average correct identification rate of 84.5%. Hyperspectral imaging, which contains the visible and the near-infrared regions, also used to detect green fruit. Safren et al. (2007) used hyperspectral imaging to identify green apples. A multistage algorithm was proposed based on several machine vision techniques for automatic estimation of the yield of on-tree apples at different growth stages. The accuracy of correct detection was 88.1%, with a false detection rate of 14.1%. Okamoto and Lee (2009) employed a hyperspectral camera in 369-1042 nm to develop an image processing method for on-tree green citrus fruit detection. The pixel based identification accuracies were 70-85% in a validation set using three different varieties of citrus.
Although multispectral/hyperspectral images can provide a wealth of information both in the visible and the near-infrared regions and thus offer the potential to provide useful clues to detect green fruit from complex background, it cannot be ignored that the hyperspectral imaging contains a large amount of redundant information that may influence the processing time for in-field fruit detection. Growers would prefer a cheaper and easier colour camera than an expensive sensor for the early yield mapping system used in their groves. The algorithm proposed in this study is different from the previous work and achieved an acceptable recognition performance for the detection of immature green citrus fruit which was obtained from various distances with different illumination conditions.
The overall objective of this study was to develop a colour image based algorithm to detect and count immature green citrus fruit in the field with uneven illumination, complex growth conditions, and different fruit sizes. Specific objectives were to:
(1) develop an adaptive red (R) and blue (B) chromatic map (ARB) to keep fruit pixels while removing as many background pixels as possible; (2) develop a detection method for most similar pixels to a chosen fruit template based on the sum of absolute transform difference (SATD); (3) filter out false positives using texture features.
Materials & methods

Image acquisition
To develop an algorithm for on-tree immature citrus detection, images used in this study were captured during the daytime with various illumination conditions in the experimental citrus grove in the University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, USA in October 2010. The images were captured in the RGB (Red, Green and Blue) colour space, with a resolution of 3648 Â 2736 pixels using a typical digital camera (PowerShot SD880IS, Canon USA Inc., Lake Success, NY, USA), from citrus trees when immature citrus fruit were at the green stage. The variety selected in this study was Orlando Tangelo. The fruit scenes were randomly selected from citrus canopy on both the sunny side and the shadow side of trees. A total of 126 citrus fruit images were obtained. Fifty-eight of them were randomly selected for training and the rest of 68 images were used for testing. To make the fruit recognition system much more efficient to meet the requirement of real-time detection while avoiding image distortion, a nearest-neighbour interpolation method was used to resize the images to 912 Â 684 pixels, a quarter size of the original rows and columns. MATLAB 2010a (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used for post processing in this study.
Algorithm
The proposed algorithm had three stages for detecting and counting the number of citrus fruit from trees, as shown in Fig. 1 . Colour analysis, which was the main part of the algorithm, was carried out in the first stage to remove background, such as soil, branches, sky and leaves, while keeping as many as possible green fruit pixels. The algorithm started by converting the resized images to OHTA colour space (Busin et al., 2009) coordinates of a centre of merged circles RB chromatic aberration map (ARB) was built to segment green citrus fruit from background. In parallel, histogram equalization was employed and Hue in hue, saturation, and value colour space was extracted (HEH) to detect green citrus fruit by setting a threshold value obtained from the training set, to include only the regions of interests, i.e., green citrus fruit. Since the green fruit and green leaves have limited difference in colour, just depending on colour is not enough to discriminate them. In the second stage, a blockmatching method, sum of absolute transformed difference (SATD), was carried out to detect potential citrus fruit pixels in the input grey scale image compared with a size of 20 Â 20 fruit mask, which was decided according to the minimum visible fruit size in the training dataset. The image, with the SATD value lower than the threshold which was also obtained from the training set, was named HDM. There were still many non-citrus pixels remained after processing from the first and second stages. In order to further eliminate false positives, the last stage, which was based on texture features analysis, was implemented and a final result was determined, with confirmed areas of green citrus with colour, shape and texture information. The flow chart of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 . The details will be elaborated in the following subsections.
Colour-based image segmentation -adaptive RB chromatic aberration map
Colour is one of the most intuitive features to differentiate different objects. The essential advantages of colour features are that they can be easily extracted from images and be used relatively well in distinguishing various objects.
It is essential to choose an appropriate colour space in colour image segmentation. There are several commonly used colour spaces in machine vision, for instance, RGB (Red, Green and Blue), HSI (Hue, Saturation and Intensity), Lab (L, a, and b for colouropponent dimensions), YCbCr (luma component, blue-difference and red-difference chroma components), YIQ (luma, and chrominance information), and HSV (Hue, Saturation and Value). Background in the grove, such as green leaves and grass, usually shares a similar colour with green citrus. The colour similarities may be ignored when utilizing the grey information only and the complete colour information had not been used to some extent. The OHTA colour space, a linear conversion of RGB introduced by Ohta et al. (1980) after a colorimetric analysis of eight different colours, shares a better performance in colour image segmentation. OHTA colour space can be transformed by the linear transformation of the R, G, and B components, which enables faster processing. The orthogonal colour components in the OHTA colour space, {I 1 , I 2 , I 3 }, is simple calculation, and the components are independent. There are two ways in expressing the OHTA colour space using the RGB colour space as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2):
where I 1 , I 2 and I 3 are the orthogonal colour components in the OHTA colour space, and R, G and B are colour features in the traditional RGB colour space. According to the observation of the training images in the OHTA colour space, the I 0 2 component presented a better performance in discriminating green citrus fruit and background. But due to the effects of light, illumination can influence image colour to some extent. Objects with direct straight sunlight would have higher intensity value than those under shadows. The I 0 2 component could not avoid the influence of different illuminations. To improve the robustness of colour-based segmentation, an improved colour component was developed to associate illumination with the ratio of grey values of B and R components (Ratio = B/R). It would be identified as a bright image if the Ratio value were lower than 0.7, which was determined from the training images. Otherwise, it was regarded as a dark image and illumination enhancement was applied to the dark images. Then an adaptive RB chromatic aberration map (ARB) was created to enhance the difference between green citrus and non-citrus objects. The ARB was defined in Eq. (3):
Then the Otsu threshold method (Sezgin, 2004 ) was used to the adaptive RB chromatic aberration map to segment the potential green citrus fruit regions from the background.
Illumination enhancement based on normalised logarithm transform
To overcome the various illumination conditions in the grove, illumination enhancement based on normalised logarithmic transform was applied. Logarithmic transformation aims at expanding values of bright pixels and compressing values of dark pixels. The pixel intensities belonging to the dark region will be non-linearly mapped and as a result, the less bright regions' intensity will be enhanced producing a final image (Maini and Aggarwal, 2010) . Once the value of Ratio was higher than 0.7, the images were regarded as dark images and image enhancement processing was carried out. The judging criterion is shown in Eq. (4).
The general form of the logarithmic transformation is shown in Eq. (5).
where L is the enhanced grey value after the logarithmic transform, c is a scaling factor, and r is the grey value of the image. To make the enhanced image uniform, normalisation for each pixel was applied. The equation used in this study is:
where NormLog -Normalised Logarithmic transform value; minL -Minimum grey value of L; maxL -Maximum grey value of L.
Image segmentation based on histogram with Hue value
Histogram equalization is a commonly used technique to enhance the contrast of images by making the change of colour more evenly so that dark areas are brightened to show more details. The method proposed in this study attempted to alter the spatial histogram of an image to closely match a cumulative distribution function (CDF) (Wang et al., 1999) . The general approach for cumulative histogram equalization is to transfer the given image to a grey scale image and creates its histogram. Then the frequency of different grey value would be counted, the CDF value of different grey level, named as CDF_VALUE, is calculated and the minima value would be named as MinCDF. New values calculated through the general histogram equalization were assigned for each grey value in the image to obtain the histogram-equalized image. The theory of the CDF can be expressed by Eq. (7).
where HEIGHT and WIDTH are the height and width of the input image, respectively. After histogram equalization, an image of Hue component (HEH) in the HSV colour space was extracted and then used for filtering background pixels. For the HEH image segmentation, a threshold of 64, which was obtained based on preliminary tests on the training image set, was applied to select the regions of interest, i. e., the green citrus fruit regions.
Sum of absolute transformed difference (SATD) based potential pixels detection
The sum of absolute transformed difference, SATD, is a widely used video quality metric for block-matching in motion estimation (Xiong and Zhu, 2009) . It works by taking a Hadamard transform of the differences between the pixels in the template and the corresponding pixels in the region being used for comparison. The formula of similarity measurement are shown in Eq. (8) and (9),
HDMði; jÞ
where S is an input grey scale image which needs to be searched; T is a target image, i.e., fruit template; Dist is distance of a compared pixel in S and a target pixel in T; hdm matrix is the Hadamard transform matrix; and HDM is the sum of Hadamard transform value between the input and target images. To detect potential fruit regions, a 20 Â 20 pixel template image was created by calculating an average of 248 citrus patches cropped from the training set that were used later for texture analysis. The patch size of a 20 Â 20 pixel was determined according to two main reasons. The first one was that when calculating Hadamard matrix of the difference of target and compared images, the size of the Hadamard matrix, n, must be an integer and n, n/12 or n/20 must be a power of 2. And the size 20 pixel was chosen because it was also smaller than the smallest citrus fruit in the images used in this study. The results from the HDM matrix contained the similarity value between a template patch and compared region after going through the whole input image. The lower SATD value between a particular pixel and the template, the higher the chance that pixel is the same as the template. A threshold of 1.4 was chosen from the training dataset. Pixels whose value was lower than the threshold were kept for the higher possibility that they were very similar to the template. Otherwise they were treated as non-fruit pixels.
Improved marker-controlled watershed transform with Hminima transform
In a natural growth environment, fruit randomly distribute along branches, and they may even grow in clusters. To count the number of citrus fruit more accurately and avoid underestimation that would be caused by treating touching fruit as one or ignoring the fruit occluded by leaves, jointed regions need to be separated. Watershed transform is a morphology-based method of image segmentation, which depends mostly on the estimation of image gradients. However, it should be noticed that the watershed transform always results in over-segmentation because the algorithm would be influenced by noise and forms redundant catchment basins in a uniform region which develop to one excessive regional minima. Several studies have been proposed to overcome the problem of over-segmentation using marker-controlled watershed transformation (Jung and Kim, 2010) . It starts with a mathematical morphological operation to modify geometric features of an image. Then markers, extracted from the regional maxima of foreground objects, will be modified before application of the watershed transform. Also, under-segmentation in the marker-controlled watershed transformation is caused by some of the mostly-occluded or darker objects, which means these objects would be missing or erroneously merged in the final segment result, since the low-contrast edges generate small magnitude gradients. To avoid problems above, contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) was used on the Value component in the HSV colour space to enhance the contrast of the edges in a grey scale image. To handle the over-segmentation problem, H-minima transform with the watershed transform (Shin et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2015) has been introduced in the literature. By using H-minima transform, all minima in the image whose depth is lower or equal to the h value will be suppressed. In this study, the h value was chosen to be 4 from the training dataset to minimize over-segmentation.
Merge multiple detection and shape analysis to further remove noise
The watershed segmentation may yield multiple detections for the same fruit because of the over-segmentation. So these multiple detections for one fruit required merging to count accurately an actual number of fruit in the image. Before merging circles, a shape analysis was applied to the separated regions after the watershed segmentation. The citrus fruit had a near round shape while the shapes of leaves were always irregular. So regions with areas smaller than one-tenth (determined from the training dataset) of the biggest region, which was calculated from each processing image, was removed. And also if the ratio of major axis length and minor axis length of a single region were bigger than 4, which were also decided from the training dataset, the region was regarded as non-citrus and ignored in the subsequent processing steps.
The merging criterion was based on the distance between all the centres of the circles. To merge the multiple detection circles while avoiding removal of touching fruit, the distance of two centres was calculated. If it were less than the maximum radius of two circles, they would be considered to belong to the same fruit and were merged together. The coordinates of the centre of the merged circle were assigned as x and y coordinates of the circle with the maximum radius. Then potential citrus fruit were located according to the merged results. The diameter of each initially detected fruit was the major axis length of the fitting ellipse of each region.
Texture feature selection and false positives removal
However, some leaves were falsely classified as fruit after applying colour features and SATD analysis due to the colour similarity between fruit and leaves, irregular illumination, shadows or occlusion. Then texture features were utilized to remove falsely classified regions.
Three types of texture features, i.e., eight features based on grey co-occurrence coefficient matrix, fifteen features from the greygradient co-occurrence coefficient matrix, and three Tamura features, were extracted and analyzed using a total of 468 patches with a size of 20 Â 20 pixels which extracted from fruit and nonfruit areas from the training set. A feature selection method, Greedy Stepwise, was utilized to select the most effective features from the 26 features that could yield good prediction result and reduce the number of features. It started with an empty dataset and the first addition was decided by evaluating the predictive ability of each feature individually. The best single feature then became the best subset. This was then repeated until the addition of any remaining features resulted in no improvement. A 10-fold cross validation was used and the following five features have been chosen to remove false positives, since they were the most valuable features for ten times during the 10-fold cross-validation: (1-2) third moment and grey level range based on grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), (3) non-uniformities of gradient distribution, (4) mean square deviation of gradient based on grey-gradient co-occurrence matrix (GGCM), and (5) coarseness of Tamura.
The GLCM features were extracted from the normalised histogram of the matrix (Pourreza et al., 2013) with the grey level ranging from 0 to 255. The third moment and grey level range were shown in Eq. (10) and (11) 
where p(i) is the normalised histogram, l = P i ip(i). The grey gradient co-occurrence matrix (GGCM) describes the grey and gradient relationship between every single pixel in the image (Chen et al., 2009 ). Non-uniformities of gradient distribution, mean square deviation of gradient were defined as:
Non-uniformities of gradient distribution :
Mean square deviation of gradient :
Pði; jÞ r ð13Þ where P(i, j) is normalised grey gradient co-occurrence matrix; a = P j j P i P(i, j). Tamura feature is motivated by the psychological studies on the human perception of texture (Tamura et al., 1978) . And coarseness is one of its most important features that are designed to measure the difference between coarse and fine textures. Fine textures have smaller size and more repetition of texton compared with coarse features.
After the processing steps described in Section 2.2.6, as many as possible potential spherical fruit were recognized and located with circles in any test image. A maximal square with the size of M Â M was taken inside each detected circle. Then it was divided into several small patches with the size of 20 Â 20. Npatch was the number of divided patches, which was calculated by Eq. (14).
where N = floor(M/20). A kernel SVM classifier using a Gaussian Radial Basis Function was trained using aforementioned 468 patches and applied to patches inside each maximal square. To determine the class of each circle, if the number of fruit patches, num, were higher than the half value of Npatch, the square was regarded as fruit and the corresponding circle showed the location of fruit. Otherwise, it was classified as non-citrus and removed from the image.
Results
The proposed algorithm in this study was tested with the 68 validation images with various illumination conditions, different fruit sizes, and occlusion or overlapped growth conditions. 3.1. Colour-based image segmentation -adaptive R À B chromatic aberration map (ARB) Fig. 2 shows the result of an example of general RB image and the adaptive RB chromatic aberration map, and their corresponding binary image after removing noise and small areas. Fig. 2(a) shows an example of resized original image. Fig. 2(b) and (c) shows the general RB image and its corresponding binary image after small noise removal, respectively. Fig. 2(d) and (e) shows the adaptive RB chromatic map proposed in this study and its binary image of after noise removal, respectively. It can be seen that the ARB map reduced some highly contrasted areas on the fruit surface and this can avoid missing fruit pixels. It also enhanced the contrast of green citrus fruit and background to some extent that more pixels were preserved.
Histogram equalization with Hue in the HSV colour space
Histogram equalization enhanced the contrast between fruit and non-fruit portions. Then Hue component in the HSV colour space was used to separate fruit and background. Fig. 3(a) shows the results of histogram equalization. Cumulative distribution function was first calculated on each of the R, G and B components. Then the final histogram equalization image was generated by combining the individual equalized R, G and B images. Fig. 3(b) shows the Hue component after histogram equalization (HEH). Fig. 3(c) shows the binary result of Hue after morphological processing. Fig. 3(d) is the result of OR operation of adaptive RB map and HEH image.
3.3. Sum of absolute transformed difference (SATD) based potential fruit pixel detection Fig. 4 shows the SATD based potential pixel detection results and final background removal result. Fig. 4(a) shows the result after calculating SATD between the created fruit template and input grey scale image. Pixels remained in Fig. 4(b) shows potential fruit positions with SATD value lower than 1.4.
After colour-based and SATD analysis, the final result of background removal is shown in Fig. 4(c) . Fig. 4(d) shows the corresponding colour result of the final background removal. It cannot be ignored that there still portions of leaves remained in the image. To remove false positives, texture features were employed in the following stage.
Further false positives removal based on shape feature and making final decision
To filter out false positives, the improved watershed segmentation was applied to separate touching objects. Fig. 5(a) shows the results of watershed segmentation. Fig. 5(b) shows the initial detection result after segmentation. It can be seen that there were several small objects ignored based on a pre-determined area threshold, 900 pixels, which was smaller than the smallest fruit in the training dataset. Blue circles display the position of fruit decided by the shape feature. Its diameter was the major axis length of the fitting ellipse of each region. Fig. 5(c) is the corresponding initial detection result shown on the original image. Fig. 5(d) is the result after merging multiple circles and filtering out non-fruit regions by the shape analysis. Objects 7, 12 and 14 in Fig. 5(c) have been removed because of their irregular shape. Fig. 5(e) shows maximal squares inside the circles that were divided into several 20 Â 20 patches. Texture features in those patches were extracted and a trained kernel SVM classifier was run to determine whether it was fruit or not. Fig. 5(f) indicates the final fruit recognition results after removing false positives.
To verify the applicability of the proposed green citrus detection method based on colour and SATD analysis, Fig. 6 shows some detection results with relatively big fruit size in the testing images with different illumination conditions. Red circles in each image indicate the recognized fruit positions. Fig. 6(a) shows fruit under normal illumination and was overlapped more than half of its size by two neighbouring fruit. Fig. 6(b) shows fruit under darker illumination and partial occlusion. Fruit in Fig. 6(c) were under bright illumination that were highly contrasted by the direct sunlight. Fig. 6 (d) presents a complex illumination condition. One fruit was completely under the shadow, while other two fruit were covered by leaves that caused uneven fruit surface, with both bright and dark regions.
There were also other images taken from a farther distance with very small fruit sizes compared with aforementioned images. Fig. 7 shows examples with different fruit sizes, and complex growth conditions and illumination situations. Fig. 7 (a) has a normal illumination condition and one missed fruit was occluded by leaves with one false positive. Fig. 7(b) shows the image taken from the opposite side of the sun. All fruit were detected successfully in this image. The missed fruit in Fig. 7(c) were under the shadow and partially occluded by leaves with less sunlight. Fig. 7(d) shows both bright and dark illumination conditions in missed fruit. Table 1 shows the detection results in the testing dataset, with a total of 308 green citrus. The manual fruit count was determined by the number of fruit whose area was recognized by the human eyes more than one-third of the region. The performance of the proposed algorithm was analyzed in terms of the number of correctly identified fruit using the proposed algorithm, missed fruit, and false positives due to very similar colour or texture to citrus fruit.
Discussion
This study investigated the effect of colour features and a blockmatching method to recognize and locate on-tree immature green citrus fruit using regular RGB colour images under various natural outdoor environment. Detection of mature fruit is not as challenging as this study. First of all, the colour of mature fruit reveals an obvious difference with the background in the field, especially the most inevitable objects, leaves. But the colour of immature green citrus fruit is very similar to leaves. What's more, if green fruit was partially occluded by a cluster of leaves or under shadows, it may be even very difficult for human eyes to distinguish them from leaves. In addition, the size of immature fruit is relatively smaller than the mature ones in general for the same variety. This also increases the difficulty in immature fruit recognition. Some studies considered multispectral imaging with visible and near infrared, hyperspectral or thermal images, to detect green fruit meanwhile reduce the influence of the uneven illumination and the complicated background. Regular colour images cannot avoid these problems and are affected even more by them. Therefore, all useful information or features need to be effectively used to differentiate immature green citrus fruit from green leaves.
This study focused more on the first stage, background removal, by combining three different detection results that generated from an adaptive RB chromatic map, histogram equalization with Hue, and potential regions decided by SATD, respectively. The proposed adaptive RB map reduced some highly saturated areas on fruit surface and helps avoid excessive bright pixels filtering and keep as many complete fruit. The Ratio enabled the feasibility of ARB map to variable situations without prior study. Images after SATD process influenced little by the illumination compared with the colour feature. Texture features used in this study were selected from 26 features based on feature selection method and were applied to the initial detected result to filter out false positives. Among the 308 fruit in testing images, the algorithm proposed in this study correctly recognized 257 green citrus fruit, which achieved above 83% recognition rate. Those correctly recognized fruit included relatively bigger (Fig. 6 ) and smaller sizes (Fig. 7) , and various illumination conditions. These results showed the high potential and adaptability of the proposed algorithm.
The 51 missed fruit took up to about 16% in the testing dataset. Some fruit would be missed at the first stage and these fruit cannot be saved in the subsequent processing steps. So identifying as many fruit pixels as possible in the first stage was essential in the whole algorithm. In the meantime, some fruit were detected successfully at the beginning after background removal, but they were removed in the final results. There were four reasons for these missed fruit. Firstly, errors in the segmentation of touching objects would result in missing regions for the dark region or the low-contrasted boundaries, and this would lead to two fruit counted as one single fruit. Another reason was that fruit were touching each other or partially hidden by other fruit or leaves. If one fruit was covered more than half, it could be removed after applying texture filter. Non-uniform illumination could also lead to missing fruit. The surface of fruit may be uneven due to irregular illumination and shadows, which may have impacted the features of fruit. Lastly, very small fruit may be missed, or be regarded as noise compared with those with bigger size.
The false detection of fruit was due to colour similarity and uneven illumination conditions, since the green leaves presented a much more similar surface features with green citrus under varying illuminations. This led to the false detection of green leaves as fruit and hardly to remove these non-fruit objects.
Although this study conducted a method which mainly depended on the colour feature and texture features to detect immature green citrus fruit and showed high recognition results, the method still needs more improvements. To improve the quality of original images obtained from preliminary image acquisition system, the parameters of camera, such as exposure time and focal distance, could be improved accordingly to acquire images much more clearly so that more features can be studied to distinguish fruit and leaves. Other sensors, for instance, a thermal camera, hyperspectral camera, Kinect or stereo cameras, could be combined so that more information could be available than colour. Instead of using a single colour image, other kinds of images can help detect more overlapped fruit with temperature contrast information, different spectral signatures, depth information of leaves and fruit. Different viewing angle from stereo cameras may contribute to 'see' some occluded fruit and finally locate each fruit for more accurate yield mapping. What's more, an optical filter can be added in front of the lens to help to improve uneven illumination. 
Conclusion
A recognition and counting algorithm was presented to detect and locate immature green citrus fruit in colour images taken in the citrus grove. The created adaptive RB chromatic map was used independently and it was effective in saving fruit pixels with reflectance from the sunlight. The block-matching method, SATD, was able to identify potential fruit pixels that had a closer distance compared with the template. Five texture features were selected by a feature selection method, Greedy Stepwise. A kernel SVM classifier was built based on selected five features, and was able to remove false positives. Final decision was made after false positives removal and counted the number of fruit in each image.
The developed algorithm in this study was able to identify a number of immature green citrus fruit in the canopy with a complex background, uneven illumination, irregular growth of fruit, and different sizes of fruit with same learning sets for different classification stages. Further improvement is needed for real-time application in the grove, and more representative features need to be studied to remove false positives and save detected fruit from being removed.
